
Few of the UK’s now numerous micro-breweries can

claim a brewing heritage as lengthy and distinguished as

Mauldon’s of Sudbury. With a few minor interruptions,

members of the Mauldon family have been associated

with brewing in the ancient Suffolk borough for the best

part of 150 years, and some of them have also served the

local community in an official capacity, as well as sup-

plying it with liquid sustenance. 

I met Peter Mauldon, who resurrected brewing in

Sudbury in 1982, on many occasions when on the road

for neighbouring Nethergate Brewery (which I founded

and started brewing in 1986) in the late-1980s and the

1990s, and was fascinated by his past brewing activities.

Since enforced retirement, I have spent many happy

hours with Peter, in a variety of hostelries, chatting

about the past. It became evident to me that his brewing

‘journey’ saw him come into contact with several brew-

ing industry ‘notables’, and of special interest to me was

the fact that some of the breweries that he worked at had

been connected to important figures in the history of

brewing. All this equipped him to play a major, but

largely unheralded, role in the UK micro-brewing revo-

lution of the late-1970s - and I felt that there was a story

to be told. Here is his story and a portrait of the extant

Sudbury brewery, which he founded. Since 2005, the

present enterprise has operated from a purpose-built

brew-house in Church Field Road, on the outskirts of

Sudbury, and is now owned and run by Steve and Alison

Sims, of whom more anon. 

After operating successfully for around a century, the

original Mauldon company was sold to Greene King in

February 1958, and there was a 24 year hiatus before

Peter Mauldon, brewer incarnate, great-great-grandson

of the founder, and a fugitive from the world of corpo-

rate brewing, set up his own commercial micro-brewery

in the town. After undertaking his brewing pupilage,

Peter’s long career saw him brewing for the likes of

Tamplin & Sons of Brighton, Crowley & Co. of Alton,

the Northampton Brewery Company, Watney

(Mortlake), and Mann, Crossman & Paulin in

Whitechapel. All of these concerns were, or were to

become, part of the Watney empire, which was itself

eventually swallowed up by Charles Clore’s Grand

Metropolitan conglomerate. 

The Mauldon story starts in 1861,1 when a certain Anna

Maria Mauldon was lessee and licensee of the White

Horse, in Ballingdon Street, Sudbury.2 As was common-

place in those days, the inn had a brew-house attached,

and was self-sufficient for beer.  At some time between

1879 and 1881, the family purchased another Sudbury

pub, the Bull Inn (Fig. 1), Church Street,3 which also

had its own brew-house. Pigots Directory lists the

licensee of the Bull Inn as Steven Spurgin in 1839, and

the Post Office Directory gives the same name in 1869;

1874, and 1879. By 1891, the name had changed to

‘Christie E. Mauldon’ in the Post Office Directory, and

by 1900 it is given as ‘A.M. Mauldon & Son’.

For a while, the White Horse brewed dark beers, and the

Bull specialised in lighter-coloured products. In 1875,

the owner of the White Horse decided to sell up, and

bids were invited for the property, which was described

as containing ‘brewery and stores adjoining (to the rear)

and six freehold cottages ...’ The first bid was £800, but

the lot was eventually purchased by Mrs Mauldon for

the princely sum of £1,150. Soon afterwards, she

formed a partnership with her son, Christie Edwin
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Mauldon (Fig. 2),4 and they acquired seven public hous-

es, known locally as ‘Pearson’s Round’. Within the next

few years, another seven pubs were added to the estate,

and a separate brewery was built behind the White

Horse to cope with demand. The new plant became

known as the ‘White Horse Brewery’.5

By 1886, the business was trading as ‘A.M. Mauldon &

Son’, and was listed as ‘Wine and Spirit Merchants’ as

well as ‘Brewers’ (Fig. 3; Fig. 4), and the name persist-

ed until at least 1900, when a disastrous fire, on the 9

May, destroyed the malt-house, tower brew-house, and

some offices. As Peaty relates, the offices fronting onto

Ballingdon Street were not destroyed in the fire, and

‘remain extant, complete with an embossed glass

entrance door and rampant white horse logo on a small

pediment’ (Fig. 5).6 That same year, Christie Edwin,

who had become an Alderman of the Borough six years

earlier, used his influence and managed to get the brew-

ery rebuilt on an even larger scale, and by 1904, they

were employing around twenty people. Relationships

between local breweries were obviously fairly harmo-

nious at this time, for the Bury & Norwich Post for 27

September 1904 reports: 

The employees of Oliver’s, the brewers of Sudbury had an

outing to London, there were 41 employees, they were

accompanied by 40 employees of Ward and Sons of Foxearth.

Lunch was taken at Earls Court. Mr D.Ward was in the chair,

supported by Mr Leggot and by Mr Barnes, manager of Acton

brewery in London, also by Mr H.B.Bailey of the Cambridge

brewery and by Mr P.Fuller, the head brewer at Foxearth. 18

employees of Mauldon’s brewery at Ballingdon also accom-

panied them to the Metropolis. 

Christie Junior, and John, two of Christie Edwin’s nine

children (five sons; four daughters), were taken into

partnership in 1907, six years before Christie Edwin’s

death. These two carried on the business until 1945,

when Christie had died. John (Peter’s father), who had
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Figure 1. The Bull Inn, Church Street, Sudbury.



bought Christie Jr. (Peter’s uncle) out just before he

died, continued to brew, and took his son, John Jnr (also

known as ‘Jack’) into partnership. The company was

now trading as ‘J.C. Mauldon & Sons’ (Fig. 6, Fig. 7),

and, when John Snr. died in 1951, ownership then

passed to John’s son, John Christie Jnr. (17 years Peter’s

senior and his half-brother) who assumed the position of

head brewer, and carried on the business until February

1958 when he sold it to Greene King. In their last year

of trading, the White Horse Brewery had 10 employees,

brewed ca. 2,000 barrels, and owned 28 licensed houses

and an off-licence. The outlets were in Sudbury and the

villages around the nearby Essex/Suffolk border. Both

brewery and most of the houses were in need of repair,

and some were never to be operated by their new owner.

Brewing ceased in 1960. As Wilson notes: 

When J.C.Mauldon approached Greene King there was from

the outset an understanding that neither would the brewery be

kept open nor its small number of employees be taken on at

Westgate (although in fact at least three were).7

It is also recorded that Mauldon had no intention of

approaching anyone else until such time as he heard

what figure had been put on his concern. Since Greene

King estimated that they ‘should reap the advantage of

the saving of competition from Mauldons, and as most

of the houses are in our area there would be little addi-

tional cost for delivery’. Accordingly, a price of £46,100

plus stock evaluation was agreed.

Ian Peaty relates that: ‘At the time of closure the range

of beers consisted of sixteen, with six Milds, three

Strong Ales, Porter and two Stouts, and four bottled

beers, IPA, Extra Stout, Porter and Strong XXXX, in

reputed quarts’.8 He also relates that, after selling the

brewery to Greene King, John C. Mauldon worked for

that company as an area manager until retirement. Over

their years of trading, Mauldon’s had won a number of

prestigious medals, notably for their Pale Ale (Fig. 8).

Peter reckons that the Second World War did J.C.

Mauldon & Son no favours at all. By the end of hostili-

ties, there was still no electricity - everything being

‘run’ by a steam engine, and lighting was from gas.

‘Half-brother John introduced electricity, refrigeration,

and a small bottling plant. Bottling appeared to be the

future then’.

It was always anticipated that Peter Mauldon would go

into the brewery, as his father had done, but with the

latter’s early death, when Peter was 13, the running of

the business passed to his half-brother John, and a

seamless progression into the family firm was no longer

possible. Nevertheless, Mauldon had grown up in the

brewery environment, and became familiar with the

everyday workings from a very early age: ‘I knew what

mash tuns and steam engines were all about by the age

of eight’, he told me. 

Sudbury-born Peter was educated at Culford School,

and, in his own words: ‘It took me some time to adapt

to the “regime” at school, but, once I did I loved the

experience ... it gave me the confidence to succeed’.

After he left school in 1956, aged 18, Peter’s mother

organised a two-year brewing pupilage for him at

McMullen & Sons in Hertford (at a consideration of

£100 per annum). Such arrangements were common-

place at the time, and the pupilage was basically a way

of acquiring brewing skills by being ‘articled’ to a head

brewer in exchange for an appropriate remuneration

(which would invariably be retained by said gentle-

man). The standard of tuition received by the trainee
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Figure 2. Christie Edwin Mauldon.
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Figure 3. Dray outside the Ballingdon Street offices.

Figure 4. ‘Strong Ale’ en route to Australia.
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Figure 5. The offices; Ballingdon Street, Sudbury.

Figure 6. ‘Mauldon & Sons’.



was extremely variable, and largely dependent upon the

conscientiousness of the tutor.

Back then, McMullen’s head brewer was A.E. Nichols,

who, in Peter’s words ‘was a thorough gentleman who

had fought in the 1914-18 war ... he was very fair and

made a real effort to train me properly’. McMullen’s

were then brewing around 500 barrels per week, and

Nichols would lay down a weekly schedule designed to

cover all aspects of brewing (including malting). In

addition, Peter was given day-release to study A-levels

(maths, physics and chemistry) at nearby Hatfield

Technical College (now the University of Hertford-shire).

The stint in Hertford was immediately followed by

National Service, which, for Peter at least, was mostly

concerned with matters electronic; servicing radio trans-

mitters and the like. He admits to be tempted to sign on

full-time, but the lure of the mash-tun proved too strong.

On returning to civvy street, Peter wrote to the

redoubtable Jenkyn Harrington Griffiths,8 who was gen-

eral secretary of the Incorporated Brewers’ Guild from

1954-1986, and the reply contained details of around 20

vacancies in the industry. The one which caught Peter’s

eye was for a fourth brewer at Tamplin & Sons’ Phoenix

Brewery in Brighton, and, after a successful interview,

he started at the Waterloo Street brewery in 1961, at the

grand sum of £750 per annum.9

The brewery, founded in 1821, owned around 400 pubs

and was producing 3-3,500 barrels weekly at that time.

It had been bought by Watney Mann in 1953 who would

eventually close it in October 1973. In Brighton, Peter

renewed acquaintances with Alistair Heeley, who was

third brewer, and who had been a pupil brewer with him

at McMullens. Peter vividly remembers the two of them

standing on the brewery roof one evening, looking out

to sea, and thinking that ‘this was as near to heaven as

they were likely to get’. Another memorable occasion

was when, out of the blue one evening, Heeley declared

that his ambition was to be head brewer at Greene King.

In fact, Alistair, who has remained a life-long friend,

finished his career as head brewer at Greene King’s

Bury St Edmunds brewery - only a handful of miles

from where Peter would eventually end his career. 

Mashing-in at Tamplin & Sons was timed for 5am. In

the summer months the brewing staff would often be on
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Figure 8. ‘Medal Winner’.Figure 7. White Horse logo.



the beach and swimming by 7am after which head brew-

er, Alfred Gough, would buy them all breakfast at a

local hostelry. Tamplin’s main rivals in Brighton were

Kemp Town Brewery in Seymour Road (who had been

acquired by Charrington & Co. Ltd. in 1954),10 and

these two concerns, together with Harvey & Son and

Beard & Co. of Lewes (where Tamplin & Sons owned a

malting), had long been the cornerstones of the ‘Sussex

Brewers’Association’, and Peter can recall many happy

group ‘meetings’ on, and around, the south coast.

Nothing lasts forever, and, after a time, it was suggest-

ed that Peter should endeavour to ‘enhance his career’

within the Watney empire, and, ever eager to listen to

sound advice, he duly moved to Crowley & Co’s

Brewery in Alton, Hampshire.11 In its day, Alton was an

important brewing centre, something that was partly

attributable to the local water, which had similarities to

that from Burton-on-Trent, and partly due to the town’s

proximity to good Hampshire barley, and renowned

Farnham hops. Alton’s brewers were thus particularly

celebrated for their pale ales, which became something

of a vogue in London during the 19th century. 

Crowley’s had a traditional tower brew-house, were

brewing around 2,000 barrels weekly, and had 248 pub-

lic houses, when Peter was taken on. He was inter-

viewed by the then Head Brewer, Stephen Clark, who

also had connections with William Cooper & Co. Ltd.’s

brewery in Southampton (acquired by Watney, Combe,

Reid & Co. Ltd. in 1943, and previously owned by the

Garton family). Peter came as third brewer, and was a

replacement for A.H. Button - who had just relocated to

The Brewing Industry Research Foundation (BIRF) at

Lyttel Hall, Surrey.12 Mauldon was to come across

Button again, for he later joined Watney Mann Ltd’s

Mortlake Brewery.  Number two brewer at Crowley’s

then was Owen Morris, who was to serve on the Council

of the Incorporated Brewers’ Guild for 24 years.

Clark was a highly innovative character, and during the

Second World War had been involved in the building of

a couple of the floating breweries that were to prove so

sustaining for British troops. One of the main problems

when brewing top-fermented ales on the high seas was

the loss incurred by spillages from open fermentation

vessels. Steve overcame this particular problem by

using inverted (conical bottom uppermost) Nathan-type

tanks with the tip of the cone removed. Tanks were

equipped with a yeast overflow system which was not

unlike part of the Burton Union apparatus. Such an

arrangement prevented undue beer loss during fermen-

tation at sea. Similar ingenuity was needed when

Cooper’s brewhouse in Southampton was bombed and

fermentation capacity was wiped out; Steve’s answer

was to covert some of his bottled-beer tanks and use

them upside down as fermenters. Because of vessel size,

this arrangement necessitated beer being fermented at

double gravity, and liquored back. Brewing ceased at

Cooper’s in 1950, but bottling continued for several

years - with beer (all under the ‘Watney Mann’ label)

being brewed at Crowley’s and tankered down to

Southampton. By coincidence, the production director

at Cooper’s, while Peter was at Alton, was a first cousin

of his (‘young Christie’, as he called him - even though

he was almost 20 years his senior). 

Peter was at Alton for three years, and then moved to the

old Phipps & Co. brewery, 122, Bridge Street,

Northampton in a ‘swap’ which saw Pat Heron move in

the opposite direction. The Phipps site was one of two

that Watney Mann owned in the town; the Northampton

Brewery Co. Ltd. site, also in Bridge Street (No. 116),

being the other. These two large breweries had merged

in 1957 to form ‘Phipps Northampton Brewery Co.

Ltd.’ (PNBC), and the enlarged firm was bought by

Watney Mann Ltd. in 1960, with 1,171 tied houses. In

1964, the name was shortened to ‘Phipps’ Brewery

Ltd.’, and, four years later, to ‘Watney Mann

(Midlands)’, a move that coincided with the cessation of

traditional ale brewing.13 When Peter arrived as number

three brewer, the Phipps plant was turning out around

10,000 barrels weekly (the adjacent NBC brewery was

brewing around half that volume), and so this was a far

larger brew-house for him to contend with. Although the

two breweries were all part of the same conglomerate,

there was a world of difference between the two of

them, in terms of equipment and protocol. The old

Phipps brew-house had received little in the way of

modernisation, and was, in many ways, a wonderful

piece of industrial archaeology. Fermentation, for exam-

ple was by the ‘dropping system’, whereby newly-fer-

menting (24 hour-old) beer would be removed, by grav-

ity, from a copper or stainless fermenting vessel, and

introduced into a slate square below - where fermenta-

tion would be completed. Much of the other brewing

equipment was, even by the standards of those days,

somewhat antiquated. The NBC plant, on the other
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hand, had been subjected to various modernisation proj-

ects (stainless steel kettles, etc.), but the whole brewery

was, in Peter’s words ‘somewhat of a mess; a veritable

mixture of old and new’. The NBC brew-house had

three mash-tuns, and a Steele’s masher fixed to one of

them had the remarkable capacity to restrict the grist

flow as the valve was opened up! This was an early can-

didate for the Mauldon ‘must do’ list, and the third

brewer’s RAF training proved highly useful, since the

masher had been wired up incorrectly.

Despite being part of the same company, the sample

rooms in both the Phipps and NBC breweries were

strictly off-limits to brewers from the ‘other place’, but

Peter was able to circumvent this problem, and was one

of the first to be able to use both amenities with impuni-

ty; ‘mainly because I was an outsider’, he relates. Such

was the intense rivalry and adherence to etiquette in

those olden times. Under the Watney Mann regime, the

Phipps site was the ‘South’ brewery and that of the old

Northampton Brewery Co. was ‘North’. Noel W.

(‘Dusty’) Miller was head brewer at ‘North’, while

Leslie Milner performed the same task at ‘South’.

‘Miller was much more ambitious than Milner’, Peter

told me, ‘and gradually became more powerful’. In

1972, Miller transferred to the new Carlsberg plant and

brewed there until 1975, when he took the position of

head brewer at G. Ruddle & Co. Ltd., Langham,

Leicestershire. 

Although brewing on the Bridge Street sites was prof-

itable the PNBC breweries were to be closed over the

period 1973-74, and their subsequent demolition would

leave the site clear for the construction of a brand new

plant capable of satisfying the growing demand for

lager. A new business was formed and the project

required an initial £12m, investment being jointly

financed jointly by Watney Mann (49%) and Carlsberg

of Copenhagen (51%). Beers from the latter had been

imported into the UK since 1868, and had latterly been

supplied in the Northampton area by Phipps. 

One beer that Mauldon vividly remembers from his

Northampton days is ‘Stein Lager’ (Fig. 9), which had

been brewed at the old Phipps site since the mid-1960s.

The brewery had a small (ca. 30 barrel) mash tun which

was ‘used for experimental beers’, and so the small

output was all bottled. As Peter says: ‘It was top-fer-

mented, and was a poor attempt at a lager’. It died an

early death when Carlsberg started to supply Watney

Mann pubs in 1969. Well known Northampton beers,

such as ‘Stingo’, had ceased to be brewed by Mauldon’s

time there.

Beer was brewed on the Bridge Street site under the

Watney and Manns labels until 26 May, 1974. In their

heyday, Phipps and NBC beers were noted for their

higher than average hop levels. Having said that, Peter

told me that, in his day, the Artesian bore liquor used

was ‘rather high in Na+, which gave poor hop utilisa-

tion....this made the beer quite soft’. He also added:

‘Red Barrel was brewed at the North brewery in the

“Draught Red Barrel” (DRB) plant, where it was also

kegged’. The South brewery closed in January 1973,

while the new Carlsberg plant was being built on

marshy land behind it. Those staff to be retained started

to move to the new distribution centre at nearby Duston,

which had easy access to the M1.  

When at Northampton Mauldon shared a room with

W.B.M. (‘Bill’) Urquhart, who assumed the position of

head brewer there in 1972, when Miller left, and the two

became great friends. Bill was to oversee the last days

of brewing at the Phipps site. With the changing brew-
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Figure 9. ‘Stein Lager’.



ing scene, Watney Mann was unsure about the future of

their Northampton operation, and Bill was asked to pro-

duce a feasibility study into two options: i) demolishing

the existing breweries on Bridge Street and erecting a

new, purpose-built, mega-brewery capable of supplying

the entire Watney Mann estate across the whole of

southern England; ii) selling off the site and establishing

a small depot to serve the local monopoly in

Northamptonshire and surrounding area. They decided

in favour of the latter, and so the writing was on the wall

for many of the brewing staff. 

Most employees were given options as to their futures,

with Peter being offered the position of head brewer’s

position at Mortlake, in return for him overseeing the

running down of Northampton and the transfer of some

staff to the proposed Carlsberg mega-plant; an offer he

couldn’t refuse. Urquhart, on the other hand, was to be

made redundant, something that came as a great shock

to Peter, because in all of his time in the industry, he had

never witnessed such a thing happening to a close

friend.

Around two years before the closures in Northampton,

Peter got actively involved in revenue budgeting, which

covered everything from raw materials to transport.

Unbeknown to him at the time, this experience was to

prove invaluable for his final brewing venture. As Peter

said: 

I got lumbered with co-ordinating all budgets on site, and, as

a result, I found that the biggest cost was labour - everything

else costing peanuts ... I worked out that, if you could sell

twelve barrels/week you could break even (even at

Northampton!) ... there WAS money to be made in brewing if

one ran a sound ship....I then said to Bill that I reckoned that,

someday soon, someone was going to get some old equip-

ment together and start brewing.

With nothing to lose, Urquhart then pestered Peter for

more production figures, and, within no time, told him:

‘I’m going to have a go’. He had purchased an old pub,

with outbuildings, from Watney Mann in Litchborough,

Northamptonshire, and, because Watney Mann was

somewhat embarrassed about making him redundant,

they gave him the pick of any stainless steel equipment

that he might need for his venture. So, the resourceful

Urquhart, with the help of a neighbour, engineer Frank

Kenna (who was to become a partner in 1978), cobbled

together the Litchborough Brewery (Fig. 10), which

started brewing in 1974. The story of how a five barrel

brew-house emerged when Urquhart and Kenna (Fig.

11) gathered together a miscellany of cellar tanks, gas

bottles, and an old washing machine motor, is the stuff

legends are made of. This was Britain’s first new com-

mercial micro-brewery: a totally different enterprise to

the Miner’s Arms, Priddy, Somerset, which was a brew-
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Figure 10. Litchborough Brewing Company.



pub.14 The UK ‘micro-brewing revolution’ had started.

Originally, Bill, who, in a long career, had brewed at

other Watney breweries in Ely and Norwich, wanted

Peter to go into the venture with him, but the lure of a

prime job in London won the day, and Peter duly

decamped to Mortlake. In hindsight, this was just as

well because the business was really only capable of

supporting one family. Litchborough ‘Northamptonshire

Bitter’ was received with great acclaim, and Urquhart

was soon brewing more than he had bargained for.

Fortunately, he was able to inveigle his wife and, occa-

sionally, his daughter to help him when necessary. He

did, however, face a major problem; because of Watney

Mann’s dominance in Northamptonshire there was a

dearth of hand-pumps. Most of Urquhart’s output, there-

fore, was in keg. Northamptonshire Bitter had its roots

in the Phipps Pale Ale recipe, which was suitably

scaled-down for a small brew length. Eventually sever-

al of Litchborough’s free trade outlets acquired

hand-pumps so that traditional draught beer could be

supplied to them. Litchborough’s first customer was

Farthingstone Golf Club, where Bill was a member.15

Local businessman John Heaverman (Fig. 12) was often

at hand to help Bill when the situation demanded, and

he would take over the brewery in 1979, when its

founder wished to retire. Because of demand, Urquhart

had wanted to expand the brewery at a different site in

Litchborough, but could not get permission from his

local authority - so he decided to sell. Shortly after pur-

chase, Heaverman moved the business to an industrial

estate in Daventry, Northamptonshire, and four years

later it was sold to drinks wholesalers Liddingtons of

Rugby; the brewery closing in 1986.
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Figure 11. Bill Urquhart (left) and Frank Kenna at the brewery.



As well as running his brewery, Urquhart acted as a con-

sultant to several of the new breweries being set up in

the late 1970s and early ’80s, but he took on his most

intriguing project after he had sold Litchborough in

1980 and was just starting to enjoy retirement. He

received a call from the Foreign Office indicating that

there were logistic problems associated with supplying

beer to the island dependency of St Helena. ‘We thought

that they might brew their own beer’ was the gist of the

call, with the proviso that ‘the brewery be as labour-

intensive as possible’. Bill went out to St. Helena to suss

out the feasibility of it all and told the Foreign Office to

go ahead. Peter acted as an intermediary and gathered

the necessary equipment together in Bristol ready for

transportation. For the next three years, Bill spent sever-

al months a year in the South Atlantic assembling a

brewery and training local operatives. After a couple of

years in operation a bottling plant was deemed neces-

sary, and the two ex-Northampton brewers duly obliged,

although, by this time Peter had embarked upon his

brewing venture in Sudbury. The St Helena undertaking

lasted for several years.   

Mauldon started at Mortlake in 1973, where he succeed-

ed Peter Barrow as head brewer at a plant that was then

producing around 20,000 weekly barrels, all brewery

conditioned (keg and cellar tank). Bottling then was car-

ried out at a modern plant at the old Isleworth Brewery

site; 120 barrel batches of beer being tankered from

Mortlake. In effect, the site was the centre of the Watney

empire, especially with regard to the fact that the com-

pany’s Central Research Laboratory (CRL) was on the

site. There were, in fact, two laboratories at Mortlake;

one for the everyday brewery requirements and one for

fundamental brewing research, the latter being under the

charge of that eminent brewing scientist, Dr Laurence

R. Bishop. Mauldon’s office was only a stone’s throw

away from the great man, ‘but my role never demanded
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Figure 12. John Heaverman (left) and Bill Urquhart.



that we had to speak professionally; we inhabited very

different worlds - mine managerial and his technically

innovative’. Bishop was Watney Mann’s chief chemist,

and was sufficiently influential in the company that he

had direct access to the Board, most notably Simon

Coombe and Sandars Watney. His reputation led to

Anderson penning: ‘Suffice it to say that Bishop has a

strong claim to being regarded as the premier brewing

scientist of this [20th] century - regardless of nationality’.16

Bishop’s career in brewing research is so outstanding

that it is worth looking at some of the landmarks.

Cambridge-educated Bishop (1903-1988) (Fig. 13),

who secured a double first in the Natural Science Tripos

at Trinity College, records that 

in 1926 the Institute of Brewing [IOB] published a small

advertisement in Nature for a scientist to study the nitrogen

compounds of barley. I had the honour to be appointed to that

post and the nitrogen compounds of barley, malt, wort and

beer have been an outstanding concern of mine ever since.17

For this early work, conducted in 1927, Bishop was

stationed at Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Hertfordshire, where he was involved with barley

evaluation, and ‘developed an acute interest with all

agricultural problems connected with barley’. In partic-

ular, he was interested in why barley nitrogen content

was high one year and low in another, and ‘what con-

trolled yields and how far could they be controlled’. As

Bishop said: 

The data for such studies were there at Rothamsted - from 

the hundred year old classical experiments on Hoosfield and

from the Woburn plots, while, in addition, there was much

further information from the then current Institute of Brewing

nationwide series of barley manuring trials. These had been

inspired and organized by the perspicacious and energetic

director of Rothamsted at that time - Sir John Russell. 

The findings of this pioneering work were published in

a comprehensive ten-year Report.18 Again, Bishop tells

us: 

Previous advice had forbidden nitrogenous fertilizer as

inevitably bound to increase nitrogenous content and lower

quality; but one of the essential findings of this Report was

that, correctly used, nitrogenous fertilizers could be of benefit

to yield, without damage to quality. [He goes on] Russell 

successfully promulgated the findings of the Institute 

experiments in the years before the war, and it is my strong

conviction that the increased barley yields were of great 

benefit to this Industry and to this country. Especially was 

this so when the country was plunged into war, and the 

massive barley imports suddenly stopped - leaving us to

starve or survive on home-grown supplies.

The continuous barley long term trial experiment at

Hoosfield, Rothamsted commenced in 1852 and was

organised and run by John Bennet Lawes (1814-1900)

and Joseph Henry Gilbert (1817-1901), both of who

were noted agricultural scientists who were later to

be knighted. The Lawes family owned Rothamsted

Manor and John founded an experimental farm at his

home which would eventually become Rothamsted

Experimental Station - the oldest agricultural research

facility in the world. The first barley to be grown in the

‘continuous’ experiment was ‘Chevalier’ (1852-1880)

and, in 1873, the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society published the results of 20 years of experimen-

tation with this variety.19

Sir John Russell had a special interest in barley grow-

ing and instigated the first trials for the Institute of
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Brewing’s ‘Barley Advisory Committee’ (renamed the

‘Barley Committee’ in 1920). During his ‘Rothamsted

period’, Bishop conducted his work on ‘prediction of

extract’, and continued with barley matters, such as car-

bohydrate and nitrogen composition,20 until the

research emphasis changed in 1934 when he was trans-

ferred, along with most of the Institute’s research, to the

School of Malting & Brewing at Birmingham

University.21 This was an attempt to centralise research,

rather than have it conducted in disparate establish-

ments.22 Although still publishing results of researches

on barley and malt, he developed a new interest in yeast

and fermentation. Bishop was to spend 12 years in

Birmingham, during which time he worked with sever-

al eminent brewing scientists, including professors

R.S.W. Thorne, R.H. Hopkins, and C. Rainbow. His fer-

mentation work at Birmingham was wide-ranging and

included: assimilable carbohydrate; assimilable nitro-

gen; essential minerals, and vitamins.23

His first zymological work was on ‘sticking fermenta-

tion’ (then called ‘yeast weakness’), which was usually

attributed to nitrogen deficiency, or, sometimes, vitamin

deficiency (‘bios’).24 Research showed that ‘normal’

worts normally contained sufficient nitrogen and vita-

min levels, but that some brewery worts can be deficient

in minerals - although no conclusions were able to be

reached before Bishop moved on. In 1946, he took the

position of chief chemist at Watney Combe Reid & Co.,

Ltd., Stag Brewery, Pimlico, London, succeeding the

redoubtable Julian Baker who had been in position since

1900.25 Thus, remarkably, Watney Combe Reid had

only two chief chemists for the first 70 years of the

twentieth century. When the Stag Brewery closed in

April 1959, Bishop relocated to the Mortlake site -

which also had the name ‘Stag Brewery’ transferred

from Pimlico. 

Work on the role of minerals in brewery fermentations

carried on after he went to Pimlico, although he found

things very different: 

At Watneys I was somewhat nonplussed when I found 

that tests had to be made in 700 barrel (1,000 hectolitre) 

vessels. Fortunately, these tests were remarkably successful

and by 1951 Mr Cory and I were fully convinced that 

brewery worts can be deficient in minerals for yeast 

nutrition. Furthermore, we were convinced that my original

observations had been correct and this deficiency was 

overwhelmingly that of one element, required only in 

fractions of a part per million - zinc.26

Bishop went on to intimate that trace amounts of zinc

are required for the integrity of some yeast enzymes

‘such as alcohol dehydrogenase’. The yeast requirement

for zinc has been since elucidated, but of subsequent

work Bishop avers: 

... none, I think, has had a more dramatic result than our first

large-scale test in 1951 in two 700-barrel vessels, where the

stimulated fermentation gave a yeast head some eight feet

higher than that of the control, and this is the result of the

addition of only three quarters of a part per million zinc.

Incidentally, yeast is so avid for zinc that, at the end of 

primary fermentation, all traces are removed from beer.

Bishop was remarkably outward-looking in an era when

the British brewing industry was rather introspective. In

this respect, with the encouragement of European brew-

ing scientists, he established the European Brewery

Convention (EBC) Analysis Committee as the primary

co-ordinating and regulatory body for analytical meth-

ods in Europe. While he was chairman of that body (he

was also chairman of the IOB’s Analysis Committee)

many ‘standard’ methods and test procedures were

adopted. He was also responsible for developing equip-

ment, such as the EBC colour discs and EBC mill.27

Also, during his time, a method for the analysis of

beer bitterness became the first to be agreed internation-

ally.28 In the IOB Centenary booklet, the following

compliment was paid: 

A study of any comprehensive index will bring forth the name

Bishop as one active in matters brewing from Analytical

Methods to Zinc in Fermentation - with mid-alphabet peaks at

Malting and Nitrogen. All brewing problems have been grist

to the mill - including the EBC mill itself, and as a participant

at EBC Congresses and Committees he can have few rivals.29

Later, Ray Anderson was to write: 

Laurence Bishop was to go on to become one of the most ver-

satile, accomplished, and influential research scientists ever

associated with brewing in Britain in a career which stretched

over fifty years.30

One of Bishop’s major contributions to the Mortlake

brewery was to investigate a problem which was rife in
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London breweries at that time; cask ale spoilage due to

the bacterium Zymomonas. Casks were mostly metal by

now, and Bishop’s solution was to chill, filter, and car-

bonate draught beer prior to filling, and this certainly

eradicated the problem. As Peter said: ‘From here, there

is only a short step to keg beer’. Within no time, 100%

of Mortlake beer was chilled and filtered, and this

method of production soon spread to other Watney

Mann breweries. 

It was also when at Mortlake that Bishop turned his

attention to hops (‘I found hops an exhilarating study’),

in particular the fact that ‘lupulin grains contain all that

is of benefit to brewers and offer great advantages in the

separated state’. This being the case, he devised a

method of separating them.31 The patented method

involved separating the grains by rubbing them off in a

disc pin mill and then ‘washing’ them out in an air

stream through a centrifugal sifter.32 Grains thus sepa-

rated are then comminuted by grinding in a colloid mill,

and this ‘concentrated form of lupulin’ can be used to

bitter beer either directly in the copper or in a pre-boil-

ing stage. It was shown that in an aqueous extraction

process of this lupulin preparation, almost quantitative

pure and separate fractions of the alpha- and beta-acids

can be obtained. From these, the alpha-acids can then be

isomerised nearly quantitatively and the beta-acids can

be oxidised to give a 50% yield of hulupones. The latter

are added to the kettle, while the isomerised a-acids can

be added as post-fermentation bittering. It was postulat-

ed that a-acids extraction is about 95% efficient and that

the conversion to iso-humulones is around 90% efficient.

Regarding aroma, it was claimed that the aqueous

extraction process ‘has been found to leave the hop

aroma in the extracted lupulin material in an unadulter-

ated condition, except that it has been freed from fatty

acid and vegetable odours’. Later, Bishop published

proposals for the efficient and economical use of hops in

brewing.33

Of all his contributions to brewing science, Bishop is

most widely known for his pioneering work on continu-

ous fermentation; his classic paper appearing in Journal

of the Institute of Brewing in 1970.34 He commenced his

interest in the subject as far back as 1925,35 and main-

tained that serious work into the subject might have

commenced some 30 years earlier than it did, but that

‘conditions in the industry were not favourable for

developing it further’. The initial pilot plant at Mortlake

was capable of producing 1,000 gallons per week, and

the first trial brew on it was mild ale, which was surrep-

titiously introduced into the regular trade. There being

no adverse comments from mild drinkers,36 a number of

other beer styles were brewed on the apparatus, and the

resultant beers were found to be highly acceptable, in

fact, large volumes of continuously-fermented beer

went out into trade, without adverse comment.37 This

prompted Watney Mann to build a full-scale continuous

brewhouse at Mortlake. Bishop’s remit was that the

plant should be able to cope with the production of a

variety of beers, of widely differing OG. This it was able

to do, and, as a result, Watney Mann installed similar

plants in three of their other breweries. As Bishop

reported in his seminal 1970 paper:

The system has been installed in four breweries which have at

present a total maximum output of 20,000 barrels per week. It

has proved flexible in operation. Its use is considered amply

justified both on the grounds of economics and maintenance

of high beer quality.38

The plant comprised a safe wort storage facility; a

means of wort sterilisation, and a wort oxygenation

column. The latter was critical in effecting the correct

level of wort oxygenation (too much and too little are

both deleterious). The main part of the plant consists of

two stirred fermentation tanks, and these are followed

by a specially-designed yeast settling vessel (consisting

of a cylindrical upper part and a conical bottom). As

Bishop stated: ‘In this type of continuous fermentation

plant the basic control is the relationship between the

wort supply rate and the fermentation temperature’.39

Other types of top-fermented beer were successfully

trialled, including ‘Stingo’, a beer that took nine months

to produce by traditional methods. Apart from the time

factor, the production methods used led to significant

losses - thus making Stingo a very expensive beer.

Bishop found that he could produce an acceptable

version of this beer in two days, and the continuous

method gave him a useful control of final sweetness.

Bishop concluded that: 

I am not aware that any other version of the continuous 

fermentation process has been claimed as capable of 

fermenting satisfactorily really strong beer (1080-1090° OG),

but in our experience it is the only method for producing
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strong beer which is either economic or satisfactory, and it is

the only method we have used in recent years.40

As for lager, trials were ongoing when Bishop published

in 1970, but he maintains that: ‘Our experience is that

very satisfactory lager can be produced in this way’.

Other notable Bishop achievements during his Watney

days were in the fields of: pure yeast propagation; malt-

ing;41 carbon dioxide collection; dosing and regenera-

tion of the brewing aid PVPP,42 formulation of yeast

food; formulation of detergents and disinfectants for

brewery and pub use;43 lacquering copper mains; con-

trol of air (oxygen) pick-up by beer during packaging,

and a tangential mixing device for dispersing liquor

treatment prior to brewing, thus helping to ensure the

control of beer pH.

Lesser known, was his work on continuous wort pro-

duction, which did not proceed past the experimental

stage. Through the efforts of Bishop’s team, Watney

Mann became, arguably, the most technically-oriented

of all UK brewers - certainly the most innovative. To

me, Bishop’s work can be regarded as the apotheosis of

late-20th British century brewing research and much of

his work is summarised in his Horace Brown Memorial

Lecture.44

The well-documented drawbacks of continuous fermen-

tation, and a change in drinking behaviour, meant that

by the time Peter arrived at Mortlake, the three-vessel

plant was not being used in a revenue-earning capacity,

but was being used for storing recovered beer. The

brewery itself was antiquated, but a new one was being

built (on, what was, the bowling green). All beer was

brewery-conditioned - mostly in keg, but some in cellar

tank (‘there wasn’t a cask in the place’), but, by the time

that the new brewery opened, CAMRA came into exis-

tence and had begun to influence the draught beer trade.

The Board in London began to take note, and, before

long, Chairman, Robin Soames, called Mauldon in to

discuss the possibility of brewing cask-conditioned beer

once more.45 Firstly, Peter had to explain exactly what

‘cask-conditioned’ was and that the appropriate contain-

ers would have to be purchased. After a while, Soames

said: ‘Right; we’ll go ahead’, and a bemused head brew-

er went away to inform his team about the about-turn in

policy. None of his staff knew anything about ‘live’

beer, and a large percentage of subsequent 10.30 meet-

ings were used to impart the relevant information.

Subsequently, the brewing staff was informed by

Soames that no casks were to be purchased, and that

they would have to, somehow, use the existing keg

stock. Once the astonishment had receded, Peter and his

brewing staff devised a mechanism that would allow

‘live’ beer to be drawn from a keg. The system involved

‘blowing-out’ the base of the keg to give a ‘rounded’

bottom, and inserting a modified spear into the top. A

small weir was inserted at the concave base of the keg,

and yeast would settle underneath its upper edge, thus

allowing clear beer to be drawn up through the spear,

which had a modification at the upper end to allow air

to replace the beer being drawn off. The use of these

converted kegs spread to other breweries in the Watney

group. Another innovation at Mortlake during Peter’s

reign there was the use of phenol-formaldehyde resin as

a means of haze-proofing beer.46 A major problem that

had to be resolved during the Mauldon years was a mas-

sive fire in the new brewery being built at Mortlake on

the old bowling green. The buildings were in three

blocks; brew-house, fermentation block and processing.

The brew-house and processing had been commis-

sioned, and the fermentation block was nearing comple-

tion when a spark from a welding torch caused a major

fire. For a while the smoke stopped flights in and out of

Heathrowe and caused major disruption to production.

With the new fermentation suite temporarily unavail-

able, wort was pumped from the new brew-house to the

old fermentation facility, and the resultant green beer

was passed back to the new processing block.

Fortunately, all pipe-work was paid for by insurance.  

Peter managed to achieve a brewing landmark while at

Mortlake in the 1970s when he approved what was

probably the first £1 million duty cheque in the UK; he

also brewed ‘Red Barrel’, the bête noire of CAMRA.

Also while at the Stag Brewery, he picked up a copy of

The Times one day and in it found a picture of Bill

Urquhart standing next to the famous ‘Watney wall’ -

with a caption saying ‘What We Want is Bill’s’.

After six years at Mortlake, Soames asked Peter

whether he would go to the old Mann, Crossman &

Paulin Albion Brewery in London’s Whitechapel Road,

as production manager. His remit was to sort out prob-

lems within the bottling plant - which was one of the

largest in Europe (at one time, it was home to the largest

Guinness bottling operation in Europe). ‘The Mann’s
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brewery was quite traditional, and, even though it had

brewed ca. 20,000 barrels weekly, there was plenty of

spare capacity’, he averred. The problems were duly

solved, but the move was badly timed because the

whole plant was about to be approved for closure. In

fact, brewing had ceased in 1979, but kegging and bot-

tling continued; the kegging plant packaging around

10,000 barrels of tankered-in beer weekly. Peter reckons

that, when he was there, it was the most modern bottling

plant in the world, but this was to prove his last Watney

assignment.

Mauldon finished at Whitechapel Road in 1982 after

three years, and when it became obvious that he was

being earmarked by ‘Grand Met’ for a move up to

Manchester to oversee the closure of Wilson’s brewery,

he couldn’t face the prospect of being involved in more

brewery carnage. Instead, he negotiated suitable redun-

dancy terms, and with the success of some of the new

micro-breweries, decided to start his own venture.

In fact, the success of Urquhart’s Litchborough venture

persuaded several other ‘refugees’ from the shrinking

UK brewing industry to try their hand at something sim-

ilar, and the rest, as they say, is history. By the early

1980s, the British drinking public’s interest in tradition-

al beers had been rekindled, and in early 1982, Peter,

together with wife Jane, and trusted ex-colleague Derek

Compson, acquired an industrial unit in Sudbury. One

early problem was that of the very name of the brewery.

Remember, the name ‘Mauldon’ had been sold to

Greene King in the 1950s, and using it again could

prove difficult. Fortunately, Peter’s half-brother John

worked for the Bury St. Edmunds brewers and he

approached the relevant department. The gist of the

reply from Bury was: ‘We wish you all the very best
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with your new venture; by having more choice, we’ll

sell more beer ... there’s enough room for all of us’.

Peter originally wanted to use the site of his family’s old

White Horse brewery, but this proved impossible, so he

trundled round a few other locations - including that of

G.E. Cook & Sons Ltd., Tidings Hill brewery, Halstead,

Essex.47 Mauldon entered into lengthy negotiations

with Richard Cook, but could not come to an agreement.

In the end, an industrial unit in Addison Road, Sudbury

was leased (and later purchased). 

From the start, Peter recognised that he was taking a big

risk and, therefore, wanted minimal capital expenditure.

With uncanny foresight, whilst at Whitechapel, he

enquired about the fate of numerous, defunct, one- and

five-barrel cellar tanks that were littered about the

estate, and was told that ‘they are free if collected’. Such

items, plus some ex-dairy equipment, formed the basis

of the 15 barrel brew-house (Fig. 14). Although there

was quite a lot of free trade in the vicinity of Sudbury,

much of it was ‘tied’ by means of brewery loans, and

Mauldon’s first outlet was Sudbury Squash Club - who

were genuinely free. Despite the ‘soft loan’ problem,

with the aid of local CAMRA groups, the brewery man-

aged to build up to 35 barrels per week after 18 months,

which as Peter admits gave him ‘a reasonable living, but

it was very hard work’.     

Compson, who had been a brewing chemist at Truman’s

Brick Lane brewery, and then at Mann’s, with Peter, and

Peter himself, carried out the manual chores of brewing

and delivering, whilst Jane found plenty to do in the

office; the ‘Mauldon’ name was now re-born. As busi-

ness progressed, more help was needed and Steve Birch,

a young local lad, was hired as a general help in the

brewery. Derek retired after about five years, and Steve,

who had gradually learnt the trade under Peter, pro-

gressed to the position of head brewer, one that he still

holds today. Sara McGarr then joined the team to give

Jane much-needed help with office chores. 

Around the turn of the new millennium, Peter felt that it

was time to retire, but, since his son, James, who had

been an assistant brewer, did not want to take on the

responsibility of running the company, there was a pos-

sibility that the enterprise might have to be wound up.

Fortunately, redemption arrived in the form of Steve

Sims, at that time free trade director of Adnams, and

someone who Mauldon knew quite well. Steve had been

working for the Southwold brewer for around 18

years, and together with wife Alison, who worked in the

brewery accounts office there, had been thinking about

running their own business for some time. Being well

acquainted with Peter, Steve was well aware of

Mauldons products, and with Peter’s desire to take a

back seat. Mauldon tells me that he would not have sold

his business to ‘anybody’, but was quite happy that his

loyal staff would be well looked after under a Sims

regime. Peter was especially anxious that the ‘Mauldon’

name be retained, and this presented no problem for the

prospective owners. After a bout of number-crunching,

Steve and Alison felt that the time was just right to

step into Peter’s shoes, and by March 2000, the brewery

was theirs. As Steve recalls, ‘Adnams could not have been

more helpful, they even offered me laboratory facilities’.

The Sims’ were determined to expand the business, and

trade continued to flourish, and it was soon pretty evi-

dent that the Addison Road site could not cope for much

longer. Accordingly, a brand-new brew-house was built

in just down the road (Fig. 15), the equipment being

sourced from Canada and installed by AB, UK Ltd.

Brewing at the new site commenced in January 2004.

Despite its modernity, the new 30-barrel plant (Fig. 16)

is entirely traditional apart from the fermenters, which

are upright and enclosed; they are not, however, coni-

cals. The new copper will hold 40 barrels, and it is

possible to get 50 barrels out of the mash tun. The FVs

can hold 30 barrels. All beer production and manipula-

tion (Figs. 17 & 18), bar bottling, is carried out in the

main brew-house area, and there is a refrigerated facili-

ty in the brewery yard. 

Present weekly output averages out at around 50-60 bar-

rels, although the new kit can accomplish 100 quite eas-

ily, when the situation demands. At present, about 95%

of output in cask, the remainder being bottled for them

at Wolf Brewery, Besthorpe, Norfolk. Best selling beer

is the 4.2% ABV ‘Silver Adder’ closely followed by

‘Mole Trap’ (3.8%), and the flagship ‘Black Adder’

(5.3%). Other regular products are: ‘Christies Golden’

(3.9%); ‘Micawber’s Mild’ (3.5%); ‘Suffolk Pride’

(4.8%), and ‘Blackberry Porter’ (4.8%), and these are

supplemented with a range of seasonal beers, some of

which expand upon the Dickensian theme. 

Over the years, Mauldon’s have won numerous awards,

but in 1991 the brewery achieved the ultimate accolade
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Figure 15. The new brewery site in Church Field Road, Sudbury.

Figure 16. The brew-house: Back row; left to right, copper, cold liquor tank and two FVs. Front row; hot liquor

tank and mash tun.
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Figure 17. Steve Birch getting ready of cask-racking.

Figure. 18. Steve Birch taking stock to the cold room.



when ‘Black Adder’ was voted CAMRA’s Champion

Beer of Great Britain. A fine range of Mauldon’s beers

are available from their shop, and in their tied house, the

Brewery Tap (ex-Black Horse), East Road, Sudbury

(Fig. 19), which opened in 2008, and has experienced a

year-on-year increase in trade. 

The author wishes to thank Keith Osborne for Figure 10

and BHS Chairman Jeff Sechiari for supplying the other

label illustrations in this article. Figure 13 is by cour-

tesy of the Institute of Brewing & Distilling.
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